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Evolution of Forecasting.
FILTERING THE NOISE.

ENTITY EXTRACTION.

Nouns, keywords, key phrases

Fewer more reliable sources

2012 2016 2020

ENTITY EXTRACTION.

Nouns, keywords, key phrases, 
entity-centric sentiment analysis

Rise of disinformation

ENTITY/IDENITTY 
.EXTRACTION.

Semantic search, entity-centric 
sentiment

Looking for insight through outliers



What is Semantic Searching?.

● Uses the Semantic/Vectors endpoint of Rosette Enterprise

● Represents words, phrases, collections of sentences in vector space
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● This technique is being injected across the Rosette products
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The Challenge.

● Intelligence Advanced 
Research Projects Agency 
(IARPA) sponsored competition

● Required forecasts on 305 
questions

● One batch per week: May 15, 
2019 thru early November

● Topics were diverse and often 
obscure

● Initially over 100 competitors.



● Topic examples:
○ Between 23 May 2019 and 29 November 2019, how many formal UN-sponsored talks will be convened 

between Morocco and the Polisario Front to address the Western Sahara conflict?

○ Will Kosovo execute or be targeted in a national military attack between 5 September 2019 and 29 
November 2019?

● At times, competitors had to forecast 100+ questions per day.

● Team KaDSci, of which Carolyn Meinel was a member, was the only competitor 
using semantic search.

Forecasters needed relevant data—fast.
DATA SOURCES ARE MASSIVE AND NOISY.



“Superforecasters” and NLP-Based AI Have Won.
.Past IARPA Competitions.

● Human superforecasters victories:
○ Aggregative Contingent Estimation (ACE) Good Judgment Project, 

2011—2015

○ Hybrid Forecasting Competition (HFC), superforecasters bested three 
contractors, 2017—2019

● NLP users victories:
○ IARPA’s EMBERS (Early Model Based Event Recognition using 

Surrogates): combined Basis Technology’s Rosette with AI to 
forecast riots and demonstrations, 2011—2016

○ IARPA’s GFC2 (Geopolitical Forecasting Competition 2): Team KaDSci 
combined Basis Technology’s NLP-based semantic search, AI, 
Amazon Mechanical Turk workers and superforecasters, 2019



● Superforecasters are good at 
forecasting numbers of riots 
and demonstrations per nation 
across time spans of several 
weeks or more.

● However, EMBERS semantic 
search forecasted exact 
locations and dates to within 
days.

Where Superforecasting Isn’t Good Enough.



The Need That EMBERS + Superforecasters Revealed.
● Common success factors: ability to mine, either manually or via NLP, high quality 

data from noisy, error filled sources. Sort signal from noise.

● Examples: 
○ Superforecasters without keyword searches are better than crowdsourced forecasters using expensive 

keyword searches

○ Manual evaluation of data produced worse forecasts than those of superforecasters.

○ “Shadow” CIA competition team in Good Judgment Project were  bested by superforecasters and even 
average members of the public.

○ Discovery: gold standard IC training of Analysis of Competing Hypotheses worsens forecasting (funded 
by Canada’s DND). This research was led by Team KaDSci member Chris Karvetski.

● New success: Semantic Studio’s entity-centric data mining using semantics plus 
superforecasters played a big role in Team KaDSci’s success in HFC2.



GFC2 Test Case, UNSC Document Releases.
● UN Security Council (UNSC)  documents are invaluable data sources for history and current 

events. But finding signals amid the noise is labor intensive.
○ Cryptic titles — e.g. “S_PV.8656,” “S-AGENDA_8649(RESUMED),” etc.

○ Misleading information — UN press releases based upon these often are misleading.

○ Format is “impossible to skim” — UNSC documents “bury the lede.” 

○ Key data hidden — Data is scattered amid lies, purposeful misdirections, veiled threats, insults.

○ Confusing names and references — Geographic entities, diplomatic agreements, people referred to by 
partial names and various spellings. Google searches can’t find or misfind them. Rarely explain why 
these things are important or how they relate to each other.

○ Language barriers — Some documents appear first in Russian, Chinese, Arabic etc. and are not 
translated for days.

● Semantic Studio’s multilingual entity extraction, disambiguation, and salience were 
instrumental during the last month of competition in moving from 4th to 2nd place amid the 36 
remaining competitors.



Entity Extraction and Disambiguation: Serbian 
Politician’s. .Name Spelled Two Very Different Ways.



● IARPA question: “Between 23 May 2019 and 29 November 2019, how many formal UN-
sponsored talks will be convened between Morocco and the Polisario Front to address the 
Western Sahara conflict?
○ No people bleeding at peace talks, so no luck with Google or Bing searches.

○ Base rate for Western Sahara peace talks: every few months.

○ Nov. 9, our models showed 0.547, 0.438 and 0.639 for no meetings occurring. 

● Query to semantic search with “sahara peace meeting planned.”
○ 8th highest scored paragraph: “We await the appointment of a new Personal Envoy and hope to see 

progress in the plan to hold another round of negotiations in Geneva between the parties to the 
settlement of the Western Sahara issue....” 

● Only keyword in common with query and document was “Sahara.”
● Result: we overrode our models to 100% for no meetings, improving to #7 out of 36 on 

that particular question, instead of in the basement.

First Law of Journalism: If it Bleeds, it Leads….
HOW TO FIND NON-EVENTS.



● IARPA question: “Will Kosovo execute or be targeted in a national military attack between 5 
September 2019 and 29 November 2019?”
○ Military violence there is as common as “dog bites man,” thus not news in Kosovo

● IARPA also asked for forecasts of national military attacks in Pakistan, Sea of Japan, South 
Sudan, Venezuela, and/or Taiwan that might occur before Nov. 30, 2019.

● As of Nov. 9, the UN was headlining happy news in Kosovo. Could we rule out Kosovo?
● So on Nov. 9, I bulk queried UNSC documents via Semantic Studio with “national military 

attack.”

Second Law of Journalism: Dog Bites Man Isn’t News....
HOW TO FIND NEWS TOO COMMON TO REPORT.



● Misleadingly “sunny” UN press reports.
● Caption: “Serbs and Albanian women 

working together in a butchery in 
Kosovo.”

● Look, sharp knives. Yet they aren’t 
killing each other any more! 

● Kumbaya… 

Third Law of Journalism: Press Releases Always Try to.
.Make the Boss Look Great....

MISLEADING STORIES.



9th Scored Semantic Search Result Reveals.
Kosovo, Albania Threatening to Attack Neighbors.



Map of this Proposed “Greater Albania” Looks Bad for.
Serbia, Other Neighbors.

Kosovo’s new leader, Albin Kurti, is threatening creation of “Greater Albania”



Query Refined to “Kosovo Military Attack”.



Top-scored paragraph above: Russia.
accuses Kosovo of.harboring “Islamic State.
in Iraq and the Levant” fighters..
● Disambiguation (illustration right) reveals the many names that all 

describe the same organization.

● This is a serious accusation. Should we believe it?

● Entities function
○ Tells us Kosovo’s Security Force has been combating these returning ISIS 

fighters. 

○ Reveals that NATO’s KFOR peacekeeping force is still active in Kosovo.

● Plus which, the Russian Federation is calling upon KFOR to continue 
to enforce UN-mandated agreements and protections against Albin 
Kurti’s threats.





Salience + Entity Extraction, + Disambiguation.
● Word cloud (right) names Kosovo’s 

neighbors at issue in this UNSC 
document.

● Entities function tells us that “KLA” 
is the Kosovo Liberation Army.

● Salience function tells us that a 
root problem is that Kosovo has 
“only partially recognized 
sovereignty.”

● Elsewhere in this document, 
semantic search reveals that Serbia 
considers Kosovo to be a province 
of its nation that has been rebelling 
in a civil war.



Results.
● All our Kosovo models had been at 0% likelihood. 

● Given the extreme penalty of being that far wrong, and our semantic search results, 
we hedged by slightly increasing our forecast. 

● As it turned out, there was no national military attack. 

● Hence, our Brier score equaled 0.000813, only slightly worse than a perfect score of 
0. 

● But had we not hedged, and had there been an attack, the exponential penalty for 
being wrong would have led to a far worse result.

● Over the scoring of the final questions after Milestone 3, we made it to 2nd 
place, presuming IARPA had broken this out as a Milestone 4.



● March 25, 2020, Kosovo’s Prime Minister 
Albin Kurti’s government collapsed, less 
than two months after it was sworn in. 

● Kurti accused the U.S. envoy of “direct 
involvement” in collapse. 

● Now he will be lucky to merely hang on 
to power.

● No nation had to invade Kosovo to foil 
Kurti’s dreams of creating Greater 
Albania.

● Russia and the U.S. worked together 
and solved this problem.

Postscript.

Kosovo’s Prime Minister Albin Kurti, the man who had promised his 
voters creation of “Greater Albania.”

https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/apr/20/kosovan-acting-pm-accuses-trump-envoy-of-meddling


Final Version, Team KaDSci’s Forecasting System.



Final Results:.
"HYBRID MODEL” INCLUDED 4 SUPERFORECASTERS + NLP.
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Conclusion.
● Successful forecasting depends upon ability to mine high quality data from noisy, 

incomplete, and often intentionally misleading sources.

● As with the Kosovo question, semantic search can detect useful data, identify 
misleading data, reveal relationships, and fill in missing data.

● Also as in the Kosovo case, forecasting is just a special case of diagnosis when one 
does not have immediate visibility into ground truth. 

● Thus the techniques enabled by  Semantic Studio have far wider uses than 
forecasting alone.



Questions?.


